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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
It is the responsibility of public aduoation to meet
the demands of the society which supports it.

As conditions

of that society change new demands are made upon the school.
The sohool oan not Indefinitely disregard those demands and
Justify itself.
ary sohool.

Such has been the practioe of the second

The result has been a failure to accomplish

what was expected of it.

This failure has brought forth

criticism from many sources.

Parents feel that their

children should reoeive something which they character
ize as practical.

Pupils rebel at being compelled to

study formal courses which have little meaning to them.
Society itself questions the Justification of the expense
of a secondary sohool system which has not, in the past,
effectively served it.
Educational leaders recognize that secondary school
practice is not consistent with the aims of education.

They

trace the oause of its failure to the traditional curriculum
of subjeots which has characterized the secondary sohool
since its origin.

A solution is sought in a reconstructed

high school whioh will avoid the confusion caused by the
traditional curriculum.

Modern educational philosophy is

focusing on a concept of curriculum practioe which will
utilize units of experience rather than units of subject
matter.

This concept is the integrated curriculum.

Statement of the Problem
Curriculum reorganization implies the selection of
instructional materials that are appropriate to the philo
sophy on which the reorganization is based.

Since the

traditional subject is unacceptable to that philosophy it
is probable that much of the traditional subject-matter is
also unacceptable.

The problem of this study is to dis

cover the nature of the chemistry materials which the in
tegrated curriculum demands and to suggest some of the ma
terials which it can use.
Statement of Method
The procedure here followed is that of philosophical
study.

By combining the philosophies of educational lead

ers, the theoretical basis for integrated curriculum is
established.

It is believed that teachers of high school

ohemietry should harmonize their praotioes with this new
oonoept of the curriculum.
their use are suggested.

Therefore, materials for
These were obtained by apply

ing the theory of the new oonoept to the subjeot-matter
of chemistry.
Statement of Limitations
The opinion which is used to support the theoreti
cal findings of this study is that of recognized education
al leaders.

Their theories have found aooeptanoa in exper

imental and progressive schools.

It is to be remembered,

however, that most schools can not be considered as

progressive.

Tradition operates in such a way that curric

ulum changes must necessarily come slowly.
recognized.

That fact is

Therefore**1)"8 is not intended to toe ideal.

It

will not suffice for the use of schools whloh are free to
touild completely new ourrlculums.

It is intended here to

present an acceptable soheme toy whioh the chemistry teach
er in the average high school can satisfy the chemistry
needs of all the pupils.

CHAPTER 2

THE INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
Throughout the history of the aeoondary school the
curriculum has been continually subjected to revision and
reform.

Subjects have been added or dropped as opinions

of their worth changed, the content of the subjects, as
presented to the pupi5,"/^a£tired with ohanging aims and
objectives, and speoial subjects have been built up for
definite purposes as curriculum makers were influenced
by different philosophies of education.

Of late the pro

cess has been stimulated by great changes in American life
and society which have given to secondary education a new
and enlarged part to play in the scheme of education.
The Problem of the High School
The high school, inspired by conditions which
needed a relatively few prepared for college, is now con
fronted with the problem of meeting the demand of society
that all people of seoondary school age be adequately pre
pared and trained by the school.

The effort of the high

school to treat this great group with modifications of its
traditional organisation and ourrioulums has led to confu
sion and maladjustment.

The pupil has been given much of

what he does not want and little of what he can actually
use.

Such has been inevitable, for the high school, con

fronted with a rapidly increasing enrollment of those of
lesser intellectual ability and having teachers trained

in a formal way, could not recognize Immediately the prior
ity claim of the needs of the great mass of pupils over the
needs of the few.

These needs have not been clearly dif

ferentiated from the needs of the pupils who will at some
future time enter specialized study or vocations.
At present two out of ovary three people of secondary
school age are in school.

They bring with them the entire

range of individual interests and differences characterist
ic of American life.

That is a problem with which the tra

ditional school has been unable to cope successfully.

The

traditional school is essentially one of specialization in
logically organized compartments of subject-matter, and as
such, under present conditions, attempts to prepare all
for a more abstract type of culture than most can assimilate.
Present-day living, which is "characterized by in
terdependence, standardization, acceleration, increased
leisure, economic security, centralization of government,
and collective action,*1 necessitates a far more complete
preparation than the elementary school is able to provide.
The pupil is not ready for specialization or vocation© when
he approaches the secondary school period.
Society has interests which must be protected.

It

is confronted with problems that have resulted from the
failure of people to adjust themselves to changing economic
conditions.

Its perpetuation and the direction that it will

1f* j » geliy', .Report of t5e Committee on SooiaiEoonomio Goals of America. Addresses and. Proceedings' of the
National Education Association (1935), pp. 318-220.

take depend upon that adjustment.

Thus society demands a

type of secondary education that will fit complex American
life.

It requires that the school does not leave to chance

or unguided experiences the Integration of the individual
in that complex life.
The New High Sohool
To meet the new and enlarged demand, and the part
that it is forced to play, a new high sohool is emerging.
The new secondary school recognizes no objectives
of education that are peculiar to it alone.

It deals with

the same people, the same range of differences, and the
same society as does the elementary sohool.

It is of

necessity the people's college and differs from the ele
mentary school only in that it represents a different le
vel of maturity at which methods and materials must be
altered to fit the greater capacity of the pupils.

The

specialized function of preparing for oollege has been
reduced in relative importance.

The purdl of the new sec

ondary school is not a select individual.

He is a member

of a large group of people who must understand and sympa
thize with one another for the sake of building a oomreon
culture for democraoy and peace.

The group needs of the

entire population thus guide the selection of the objectives
of secondary education.

Specialization is pushed to older

ages.
The new high school recognizes that the responsibil
ity for oomplete training rests with it.

It is sooially

7
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supported and socially controlled and, therefore, the proper
agency for that responsibility.

It accepts American life as

it is and seeks to fit itself to the needs of the pupil,
taking cognizance of the kind of life he has to live.

It

recognizes that a knowledge about certain subjects does not
fit the pupil for living; that he must have control of all
subject-matter that affects his daily life.
This concept of its functions forces upon the sec
ondary school the problems of reorganizing its system of
grouping pupils, of eliminating breaks that now exist be
tween subjects and between grades, of obtaining teachers
with sufficiently broad training, and of devising appro
priate curriculum plans.
The curriculum, composed of units of subject-matter,
organized for the purpose of providing a basis for further
study of the subject, must be replaced by a curriculum com
posed of units of life experience.

The materials of these

units are all the materials and experiences which the pupil
may need in living.

The arrangement of these materials is

such that they become integrated within the unit and con
sequently with the experiences of the pupil.
Tentative Curriculum Plans
The Core Currioulum for Virginia Secondary Schools’ il
lustrates the organization of teaching materials in integrat
ed units.
S. B7 Sail, Dr. YJ. Peters, and H . L . Caswell,
Tentative Course of Study for Virginia Secondary Schools.
(1934}.
'

In this course eleven major functions of social life are
selected, at)out which are built pupil activities through
the entire school period (eleven grades).

The approach

is made by assigning centers of interest for each grade.
The work in eaoh grade is limited by eleven aspect©, each
one being defined by one of the eleven major functions.
Table one shows the organization for grade eight.
Table 1
Aspects of Center of Interest Selected for Emphasis
Grade S3

Major Funotions
of Social Life

Center of Interest
Adaptation of Our Living Through Na
ture, Social and Mechanical Inven
tions, and Discoveries

Protection and Con
servation of Life,
Property, and Natur
al Resources

How' and why do nature and agencies re
sulting from invention and discovery
affect the protection and conserva
tion of life and property?

Production of Goode
and Services and
Distribution of the
Returns of Produc
tion

How does man depend upon plant life,
animal life and minerals, ana how do
inventions and biological discoveries
increase man's use and control of
nature?

Consumption of
Good and Services

How do inventions and discoveries
affect the well-being of the consumer?

Communication and
Transportation of
Goode and People

How do improved means of communication
influence the behavior o f individuals
and groups?

Recreation

How does man adapt his play to the
oharacter of the sooiety in which
he lives?

g I b i d . .~t>. 1'6.

Table 1 (Continued)

Major Functions
of Social Life

Center of Interest
Adaptation of Our Living Through Na
ture, Social and Meohanloal Inventions,
and Discoveries

Expression of
Esthetic Impulses

How do man*s natural environment and
his inventions provide worthwhile op
portunities for the cultivation of
esthetic expression?

Expression of
Religious Impulses

How does man manifest his religious
impulses through social invention?

Education

How does the home utilize social in
vention in the early development of
standards of value in the child?

Extension of
Freedom

How and why are men denied the free
dom which social and mechanical in
vention make possible?

Integration of
the individual

How can physical development and
social oontrols promote the integra
tion of the individual and avoid
oonfliote?

Exploration

How does man's conquest of nature
aided by thespirit of adventure lead
to geographio exploration and commer
cial expansion?

The teaching materials utilized in the development
of each aspect of the oenter of interest are grouped in
the four fields, social studies, language arts, soienoe,
and general mathematics.
4
is outlined.

4Ibid. . p. 42.

Here the development of Aspect 1

Table 2
Aspect of Center of Interest Selected for Emphasis.

How and Why do nature and agencies

Resulting from Invention and Discovers Affect the Protection and Conservation of
Life and Property?
Social Studies Leads to
Units of 'fork
______

Language Arts Leads to
Units of Work

Science Leads to Units
of W o r k _____________

Mathematics Leads to Units
o f Work____________________ __

How do l i f e , fir e , and
accident insurance pro
vide protection of l i f e
and property?

How do customs, individ
ual motives, and environ
ment of people affect
their consideration of
tBe value of l i f e and
'property and o f ttieir
efforts to protect and
conserve then?

How does man protect
himself and animals against corrtunicable
diseases?

How does a system of measure
ment contribute to the*advance
ment of health, comfort, and
welfare of persons and conser
vation erf property^

How does mechanical in
vention emphasize mater
ia l values at the ex
pense of human values?

What family and commun
How and why does the gov ity agencies are used
ernment enact and enforce to protect and conserve
protective laws?
l i f e and property?
How does the family function as an agency fo r
protecting l i f e and
property?

Shat contributions have
men of science made to
protection and conser
vation of life?

How do discoveries
through research pro
tect l i f e and property?

What are some interest
ing ways in which nature
provides for her own pro
tection and conservation?

How do electrical in
ventions influence pro
tection?

How are substances
like wood, iron, and
textiles kept from
wasting away?
How and why is food
kept from spoiling?
How are home and com
munity protected against
fir e and accident?

How do lif e , fir e , and acci
dent insurance provide pro
tection of l i f e and property?
How does a system of mathe
matics enable the government
to finance its program of
protection against fir e ,
crime, accidents, calamities,
fo r its citizens?

LEQ^»
to

Table 2 {Continued)
Social Studies Leads to
Landings Arts Leads to
Science Leads to Units
Units of tfork______________ Units of Work______________ of Work

Math.ecsa.tic3 Leads to Units
to folk_____________________

Hos? can we conserve
l i f e and foster health
in occupations?
How do housing condi
tions influence the
health and welfare of
the family and conmnity?
How does organized so
ciety foster good health
in the fsssily, industry
and other relationships?____________________________________________

____

______________ ___________________

Mendenhall suggests that the curriculum "should be
set up as Integral parts of the broad theme or objective,
namely, 'planning and building the new society.'"5

These

integral parts he designates as areas of experience.

The

areas are assigned definite social objectives.

The object

ives are developed by considering crucial life problems
and participating in activities that deal with the prob
lems.

The outline here describes his suggestions for

ourrioulum organization which will serve the needs of
the present secondary school pupils (Table 3).

The ori

ginal ohart illustrated six "Experienoe Areas," namely,
making a living, developing health, using leisure, making
a home, building personal relationships, and living in
the school.

° J . E. Mendenhall, A High Sohool for the Modern Age.
A Challenge to Secondary Education (D. Ancleton-Century Co.,
1935), p. 800.

Table 3
Chart of the (Xurricultua-Plannii^ and Building the Hew
Experience Areas

Social Objectives

Crucial Life Problems Activities That
Beal with Life
Problems

Planning and Build
ing the New Society

Maxima fulfillment
of the preasit and
potential needs of
a l l human he in;*3

What should the new
society be?

The Hew Oonmiunity
The Hew Nation
The New World Order

Settlement of inter
national disputes
through peacefhl
rather than warlike
means

How can i t be rea
lised?
Row can we prevent
wars between nations
which rre disastrous
in their effects?

School

Making plans de
voted to peacefhl
realisation of the
good l i f e for a l l
men
Making a survey of
the competition be
tween nations for
land, resources and
trade

Methods, Equipment,
and
Materials
Study of the stand
ards of liv in g in
various nations of
the world
Survey the resources
of fee world, dis
cuss methods of co
ordinating the use of
1hese resources
#
U tilize maps, and
charts

1. Making a
Living

Pood, clothing,
shelter, work se
curity and leisure
for every member of
society
Abolition of pov
erty, unemployment,
and the fear of
insecurity

How can steady pro
Excursion for ob
ductive employment
servation and study
be provided for every o f many industries
adult worker?
Participation as a
How can economic
student worker and
as an actual worker
security be given
to every individ
in industry and
ual?
business

Interviews, reports
and collection of data
from the local cor- un
ity
Department o f Labor
regarding wages and
conditions o f work
in various industries

W

Table 3 (Continued)

Experience Areas

Social Objectives

Crucial Life Problems

2.

Society made up of
individuals i'ree
from disease, de
fects, and fear,
healthy and happy

How can we build a
bealrty society?

Developing
Health, Phy
sical and Men
tal* Individ
ual and Social

What part can I play
in building a health
society?

Activities That
Deal with Life
Problems

Methods, Equipment,
and
Materials

Organ iz ing the
school and other
eocial groups for
building health

Excursions to hos
pitals and slurs

Combating epidem
ics

How can we keep well?
Building individ
ual health programs

bcperinent at ion with
diet and other health
factors

Alms of the Integrated Currioulum
These plans for ourrioulum organization show the
interrelations of life problems, to the pupil, toy present
ing them as toeing related.

Specific otojactives involve

problems that actually exist and the pupil sees these
problems as they are related to his aotivities.
lems of society become real to him in school.

The prob
Subject-

matter materials become means rather than ends.
The type of education that suoh ourrioulums are
intended to induce is true education.
aim of education.

Their aim is the

Sohwelger presented a description of

this aim in a statement which reads, "only at intervals,
and we now seem to toe on the verge of suoh a period, do
we rediscover the fundamental fact that the real goal of
education is not psychological paint and feathers, tout a
robust, wholesome, well-oriented, intelligent, socially
adequate, skillful, and emotionally efficient human being."

7

The new ourrioulum is concerned with the development of the
whole person.

Its product is to be an integrated individual.

Such a produot is described toy Hopkins who states
O
that an integrated individual:
a.

"Makes wide oontact with the environment.

b. "Approaohes the ensuing disturbances of prob
lems ith oonfldenoe, oourage, hope, and optimism.
7H. A. iSobwelger. Faoing the F\vture in Eduoatlon.
Addresses and Proceedings of the Stational Eduction Association8(l935), pp. 487-470.
L. T. Hopkins, Arguments Favoring Integration.
Department of Superintendence. Offiolal Report (193ST.
po. 389-273.

1 6

c. "Collects, selects and organizes material
for their solution.
d.

"Draws relevant oonolusions.

e. "Put8 into practice the oonolusions in
changed behavior.
f. "Takes responsibility for the oonsequenoes
of his behavior.
g. "Uses feelings either as instruments or ends
as compatible with the preservation of wholeness,
h. "Organizes pertinent aspects of his successive
experiences so that they are better available for
use in subsequent experiences."
Postulates of the Integrated Curriculum
It is realized that the individual must do his own
integrating, that integration is a process of the individual
yet the new school recognizes its responsibility to provide
a school environment which will insure that this integration
will take plaoe.

The nature of this environment and the ex

tent to which materials will be integrated are controver
sial matters.

However, there is sufficient agreement to

permit an outline of the pertinent features of the inte
grated curriculum:
1.

Materials, in amount and in kind, will be those

materials which complete education requires.
The nature of these materials is brought out by
Upjohn in ills description of the core of the ourrioulum.
He describes the core as that "about which the student needs
to know, in order to do what he needs to do, in order to
9
live an eventually satisfying life."
9H. S. Upiohn, H i t a #uova," California Quarterly
Journal of Secondary Sduoation (February, 1935), p. 153.
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2.

Organization of these materials will be in

large units.
Harap*0 views a unit as a complete experience en
gaged in by the pupils to attain specifically useful goals,
a large division of work based on a center of interest, or
the organization of the work of a whole year around a few
la^e centers of interest.
Different approaches to the selection of suoh units
suggest that beginnings have been made in correlation pro
grams, fusion programs, and activity movements.

Feather-

stone believes that about five ohannels or fields of ex
perience will eventually compose the high school curric
ulum and that integration will be within these fields.
He says that a five part personality will doubtless be
better than one of fifteen parts.

The five fields that

he suggests are:11
1.

Health

3.

Social Arts and Sciences

3.

Matural Sciences

4.

Practical Arts

5.

The Arts of Expression.

3.

It is neither desirable nor possible to inte

grate all the materials of the currioulum.
1QHenry larap, i^ext Steps in Curriculum Making,"
Elementary School Journal. Vol. 31 (September, 1933),
pp. iS-24.
A1W. B. Featharstone, "The Place of Subjects in the
Integrated Currioulum," California Quarterly Journal of
Secondary Education. Vol. S> (April, 1SJ34), pp. 333-24S.

The fundamental tools and skills must be developed
by drill and memorization.

Their nature is suoh that ef-

flcienoy in their use oan be developed by drill.

Horn

12

points out that we should integrate not what we oan but
what we must.

Too much integration, he says, is as bad

as too little.
Ve must Integrate those materials whioh are indis
pensable to the solution of the problem with whioh the in
struction is dealing.

Many of the programs for integrated

ourricuiums whioh are advanced built the integrated part _
around a curriculum core.

This oore consists of materials

and activities which should be oommon for all.

The school

makes provisions for individual interest and inclinations.
Hence some individuals would be provided with specialized
materials.

A pupil who was particularly interested in

soienoe and wanted to continue beyond the soienoe material
integrated within the core would resort to more formalized
study.
4.

The units will deal with challenging problems.

Attitudes, appreciations, and habits of the type
indispensable to the completely integrated individual
have in the old school bean regarded as bi-produots.

They

might or might not be developed in the courses of subjectmatter instruction.

Experience

hao

shown that they were

not developed, Briggs points out13 that the average
"I13*
•^Ernest Horn, Issues and flilaoonoeptions Conoerning
Integration. Department of Superintendence, Official Re
port (1935T. pp. 373-278.
13T. H. Briggs, "The changing World and the Curricu
lum," Teachers College Record (Ootober, 1933), pp. 33-55.
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secondary school graduate of today perhaps has more scient
ific knowledge and better scientific attitudes than the
dozen beat scientists of two hundred years ago; but when
the challenge comes to apply both knowledge and attitudes
to solving problems In other fields the failure is appal
ling.

The new school realizes that life problems must

challenge the pupil in sohool.

Brewer explains14 that

attitudes exist only as they manifest themselves in the
several fields of living.

Therefore, he says that the

"School roust turn itself into a laboratory for the exeroizes of life."

Bayles shows

that class-room study

must deal with challenging problems if we want the school
to aid in "shaping* human trends.

Featherstone says

that "the most important thing which the term (integrated
curriculum) implies is that whatever goes on in the school
room the teacher must know that genuine learning takes
place only when the learner is an aotive and a oreative
participant."

"To gain this aotive participation the

activities of the schoolroom are preferably based on in
trinsic interest."
An illustration of a challenging problem which
could be part of a unit might be a problem in sanitation.
An outline of such a problem would include:
14J. M. Brewer,' Education as Guidance (The Mac
millan Co., 1932).
1 % . E. Bayles, The Social Significance of Science
Teaching. Addresses and Proceedings of the National Educa
tion Association (1935), pp, 448-447.
1SW. B. Featherstone, o p . olt.. p. 238.
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1.

The need (this would discuss looal situations).

2.

The responsibility of the individual and so

ciety for sanitary conditions.
3.

Success or failure in local and other situations.

4.

Methods of controlling sanitation.

5.

Cost of good and bad conditions in terms of

money and public health.
8.

City politics in connection with selection of

employees on sanitary projeots.
7.

Financing projects through one of various

sorts of bond issues, sinking funds, taxes.
Such a problem presents a continuous challenge to
society.

It can never be permanently solved.

Changing

conditions of society, and economics, new discoveries of
science, and frequent political changes keep the problem
of sanitation before the American people.
5.

Teachers will have to be trained in many fields.

Ideally the teacher should have command of all In
structional material of the high school level.

The task

of the teaoher is not to teach facts and then measure
the extent to which these facts have been mastered.

But

rather to guide the activities and experiences of the pu
pil, see that he has the materials that he needs, and make
the interrelationships of the material of real meaning to
him.

Summary
Educational leaders are &srare of the impossibility
of reconciling the traditional curriculum and the educa
tional needs of contemporary Amerioan life.
rise to the development of a new high school.

This has given
The aim of

this school is to provide a sohool environment appropriate
to the needs of the pupil in his normal life activities.
The curriculum of this school is oomposed of all activ
ities and materials involved in living.
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CHAPTER 3
THE PLACE OF CHEMISTRY IN THE INTEGRATED PROGRAM
Specific aims and objectives have been determined
for each subject of the sohool program.

These specifio

alms have been worked out after considering the materials
and methods of the course.

They are the expeoted outcomes

from instruction in the subjeot.

When the ourriculum was

conoeived as subject-matter, the sum total of the specific
aims of all ooursas should equal the aims of education.
The subject-matter came first and the specific aims were
limited by its availability and form.

In the formalized

school the aims were sought to indicate outcomes from the
material, while the motive guiding the selection of the
material was logical organization of accumulated knowledge.
A study of the specific aims for chemistry teaching
exhibits that they have arisen from analyzing the organized
body of knowledge and not from analyzing the aims of edtication.

They show what the assumed subjeot-matter, if pro

perly presented, can do for the pupil.

Their range varies

from mental discipline to practical activities.
Present Objectives of High Sohool Chemistry
The following list of objectives was compiled by
Powers.

He stated that the list probably includes all

possible objectives which have been defined in educational
literature.

Objectives of Chemistry

1

An Eleventh or Twelfth Grade Subject
a. To give pupils a b r e d genuine appreciation
of what the development of chemistry means in
modern social, indsutrial, and national life,
to. To satisfy the natural interests in the things
and foroas of nature with which men are surrounded
and with which they must deal; to give information
which is interesting, purely for its own sake,
c. To provide opportunity for the student to be
come acquainted with the application of chemistry
to industry for the purpose of educational and vo
cational guidance and possibly to furnish a begin
ning of vocational training,
d. To develop such broad oonoepts and natural
laws as the ultimate composition and indestruct
ibility of matter, nature of chemical composition,
interrelation of chemical elements, etc., to the
end that science and reality may function in place
of superstition and uncertainty in explaining
natural phenomena.
e. To contribute such specific Ideals, habits,
and oonoepts as those of accuracy, achievement,
persistency, open-mindedness, honesty, causes
and effect, which are essential to the study of
science,
f. To develop system, order, neatness, and pos
sibly other attributes, to the end that they will
function in the ordinary affairs of life.
g. To afford in some measure an opportunity to
show the importance of scientifio research and to
stimulate the spirit of investigation and inven
tion on the part of the student.
h. To give to children full opportunity to in
dulge in the playful manipulation of chemical
materials, in order that they may explore the
world of reality as widely and as deeply as pos
sible.
lS. E, Powers,' "Objectives of HigS School Chemistry,*
School Soienoe and•Mathematics (November, 1925), pp. 832-833.

i. To provide opportunity for acquaintance with
such applications of chemistry in public utilities,
in order that the student may more adequately ful
fill the duties of citizenship.
To provide opportunity for acquaintance with
such applications of chemistry ae contribute to
the maintenance of health of the individual and
the community.
k. To provide opportunity for acquaintance with
the elementary laws of nature which aid in under
standing those citizenship problems which arise
in connection with such topics as utilization of
waste products, elimination of smoke, pure foods,
etc.
l. To make pupils able to read more intelligently
and with greater interest, articles on chemistry
in magazines and in scientific books of a popular
character.
m. To give such training as will result in in
creasing respect for the work of recognized ex
perts.
As the author stated this is a comprehensive list.
Thus it might be impossible to state the alms less general
ly.

It is clear, however, that the aims have arisen from

thf^feo^y of knowledge.

Specific duties are assigned to

chemistry as it is organized.

The aims are definite things

which an assumed body of chemistry information oan do for
the individual.

This thought is brought out by the Commit

tee on Science Teaching of the National Society for the
Study of Education, whioh Bays in regard to the list that
there is a "definite trend toward the expression of object
ives in terms of effects to be produced in the pupils rather
2
than in terms of the subject itself."
’"Report of the Committee on Science Teaching. ThirtyFirst Yearbook. Part I, National Society for the Study of
Education (1932), pp. 357-258.

It is interesting to study these aims in view of
Powers* study of the extent to which students mastered the
oonventional content of chemistry.

He found that much of

the work (and the textbook material of chemistry) was a3
dapted to only the best fifty per cent of the pupils.
Obviously the aims and the actual outcomes are far apart.
The aims have been superimposed upon the subject-matter.
Emphasis has been shifted to accomplish different object
ives but the materials have remained oonstant.

Examina

tion of courses of study in recent years sho^s no material
change in the material content of the oourse in chemistry.
Aims and the New School
Specific aims oan not justify the inclusion of any
subject-matter in the curriculum, because suoh prooeed
from the subject-matter.

The new school recognizes only

aims that prooeed from the broad principles of education.
Schools exist as a means of carrying out the aims of ed
ucation.

Materials and methods, therefore, must be select

ed in view of them.

Beoause of this a reorganization of

curriculum rather than a revision of subject-matter is a
main feature of the new sohool.

It is for this reason

that correlated programs and fusion programs, though
they reflect the physical features of the Integrated cur
riculum, will not suffice.
3
............■■ ...... ..
S. R. Powers, A Diagnostic Study of the SubjectMatter of High School Chemistry. Teachers College Contributione/to Education''(1924), No. 149.
^Henry Harap, "Survey of Courses of Study in Last
Two Years," Journal of Educational Research (May, 1935),
pp. 257-358.
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Improvements in the Content of the Course
Subjsot-matter teachers have come to the defense of
their subjects and are pointing out relationships of sub
jects to other subjects and to life.

Natural groupings

of different subjects are indicated and it is being shown
that the materials can be adapted to all levels of in
struction so that a continuous program can be developed.
Schultz developed a course in functional chemistry by
combining certain partial courses of study and curriculum
investigations, and arbitrarily omitting *(l) topics, laws,
and principles whioh bear no relation to the practical lay
person’s uses of chemistry; (2) the solution of chemical
problems; (3) the writing of complicated equations; the
learning of unessential formulae and symbols; the learn
ing of detailed or involved teohnioal or commercial pro
cesses; and the performance of formalized laboratory pro5
oedures and techniques.B
The sources he used were so
taken because of their richness in functional content for
the lay person.
The study is referred to here because it represents
the only organized formal oourse in ohemlstry wherein the
praotical uses and applications of ohemlstry knowledge to
lay situations are predominant, rather than incidental to
the topioal development.

This might be considered a def

inite improvement over the traditional oourse because it
SJ . P . Sohuliz and Henry Harap. A Proposed Course
in Functional Chemistry. Mimeographed (i034), p. 3.
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brings into the olassroom and laboratory samples of ohemioal action as they are used, in everyday life.
The Proposed Functional Course in Chemistry^5
I.

The Dependence of the Home on Chemistry
Unit 1.

Water
Purification of water
The softening of water
Solutions used in the home.

Unit 3.

Air
The composition of air
The noxious presences in the air
Oxidation and deoay

Unit 3.

Heat, Light and Power
Combustion and heating devices
Fuels
a, Coal and iron products
b. Petroleum and petroleum
products
Asphyxiation
Fire extinguisher and fire
prevention
Matohes
Illuminants
Batteries (storage, dry, and wet)

Unit 4.

Sanitation
Cleaning agents
a. Stain removal
b. Acids
o.
Alkalies
d. Abrasives
Waste disposal

Unit 5.

Building Materials
Building stone
Building plastics
Glass
Paint, varnishes, and stains*

*Ibid. .'pp. l-S-17.

Metals
b.
c.
d.
a.
f.
g.
h*
1*
3•
k.
Unit 6.

Iron and steel
Copper
Aluminum
Lead
lfiokel
Chromium
Alloys
Soldering and welding
Corrosion of metals
Etching
Electroplating

Household Material*
Ceramioe
Rubber
$oo& and wood products
a* Alcohol
b.
Paper
Floor covering

Adhesives
lubricants#
Inke
Photography
Mirrors
Unit ?.

The Garden
living processes in plants
Fertilisers
Insecticides and fungicides

The Dependence of the Individual on Chemistry*
Unit 8,

Food
Nutrition and the chemical nature of
food
a. Starches
b, Sugars
Adulterants and food substitutes
Flavoring extracts
leavening agents
Decomposition
Fermentation
Preservatives
Refrigeration and refrigerants
Beverages
Cooking utensils
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Unit 9.

Clothing
Textiles
Leather
Dyes and dyeing
Bleaching

Unit 10. Health
Drugs
a. Medicines
b. Poisons and antidotes
Antiseptics and germicides
a. Disinfectants
Unit 11. Cosmetics
Cosmetios
Toilet preparations
III.

Logical Summary of Chemistry.
Unit 12. Matter and Chemical Action
The nature and composition of matter.
The law of conservation of matter.
The atomic theory and the law of def
inite composition.
The periodic law and the classifica
tion of the elements.
The electron theory as applied to
chemical reaction.
The types of chemical reaotion.
Symbols, formulas, and valence as a
means of expressing chemical equations.
The causes of chemical action (heat,
light, electrioity, chemical affinity,
catalysis), and the relation of ohemioal change to energy.
The nature and use of atomic and mole
cular weights.
Unit 13. Acids, Bases, and Salts.
General properties of acids, bases,
and salts.
Ionisation as used in explanation of
electrolysis and neutralization.
Eleotrolytes and nature of electro
lytic cells.
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Unit 14.

Tha Metallic Elements.
The nature of metals
The electromotive series
Sodium, potassium, calcium, and their
compounds
The study of suoh metals and their com
pounds as the instructor deems pro
fitable.

Unit 15.

The Non-Metalllo Elements.
The nature and classes of non-metals.
The nature of oxidizing and reduoing
agents and their vises
The study of such non-metals and their
compounds as the instructor deems
profitable.

Unit 16.

Organic Chemistry
The nature of organic chemistry
Hydrooarbons and their derivatives
Proteins and carbohydrates (cellulose
and its derivatives)
Aloohols, organic acids, and esters

The detailed development of this course, which is
omitted here, consists of 236 objectives, each so stated
as to make the knowledge of its application the aim.

For

example:
176. To know under what conditions to
use yeast, baking soda, and baking pow
der as leavening agents.
This course represents a type of consumer chemistry
and is one approach to fitting the chemistry course to the
needs of others than the vocational pupil.

It is suggestive

of a great mass of chemioal materials available for the use
of lay people.
Certain experimental schools have combined subjects
in developing

soience programs.

Notably among them is
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the Horace Mann School.7

In this school soience instruction

is integrated with the social studies throughout the grades
and junior high aohool.

Chemistry, as we are accustomed to

think of it, is included in a two-year course with physios,
geology, astronomy, and paleontology in the senior high
school.

This is a broad cultural course.

one principle of the integrated curriculum.

This illustrates
That is that

the place of chemistry oan not be determined independently
of other instructional materials.
The place of materials in the new organisation has
reoently been approaohed from two different angles.

The

Committee on the Reorganization of the High School Curric
ulum set up four large ultimate objectives of education.
0
These are:
1.

Maintenance of health and physical fitness

2.

Right use of leisure time

3.

Sustaining successfully oertain definite
soolal relationships

4.

Engaging in exploratory-vocational and vo
cational activities

1

In the approach the subjects are retained as such
but their materials and the organization of them are such
that instruction in eaoh subject will center around the
four objectives.
7Q. S. Craig and A . t. Lookbart,
Program
Soience in the Horace Mann School," Teachers College
Vol. 38 (May, 1935), pp. 688-698.
“Report of the Committee on Standards for Use
Re-organization of Secondary School Curricula, North
Association Quarterly (Maroh, 1927), pp. 428-4471

of
Record.
in
Central

The Committee on Soienoe Teaching

q

suggests a program

whioh combines the materials of all sciences in an integrated
program extending through the entire twelve yeara of school
and whioh makes provision for the beginnings of specialisa
tion in the senior high school.

The centers of Integration

are oertain large principles and generalisations.

The com

mittee noted that its list of generalizations (thirty-sight
in all) was incomplete and in need of further refine ent.
From this general list eleven were selected as "Illustra
tions of suoh major ideas or principles from chemistry:*^
1.

The sun is the chief source of energy
for the earth.

2.

Matter and energy oan not be oreated or
destroyed, but
may be changed from
one form to another.

3.

Chemical and physioal changes are man
ifestations of energy changes.

4.

There are less than 100 ohemioal elements.

5.

Every substance is one of the following;
(a) a ohemioal element, (b) a ohemioal
compoundi (o) a physioal mixture.

8.

The properties of the different elements
depend upon the number and the arrange
ment of the electrons and of the protons
contained in their atoms.

7.

All matter is probably electrical in
struoture.

8.

Kinetio energy of the moleoule determines
the physioal state of matter.

9.

Chemical ohanges are accompanied by energy
changes

^Report of tne Committee on Soienoe Teaohin , on. oit.
1QIbld., p. 280.

10.

Sleotrioity is a form of energy that
results from disturbing the position
the position of the regular paths of
electrons,

11.

In a chemical ©hangs a quantitative re
lationship exists between the amount®
of substances reacting and the amounts
of the substance® that are the products
of the reaction.

It ie apparent that the two committees- are not hood
ed in the earn® direction*

The first retain® the subjects

and select© their content on a basis of use.

The second

would pool all eoienoe materials to form a single inte
grated science course.
Chemistry in the Integrated Curriculum
Whitehead expresses tho view of the new school in
regard to materials in his statement that, •there is only
one subject matter for education ana that i® life in all
11
it® manifestations*•
The place of chemistry, and ovary
other body of knowled e, in the new school depend upon its
use in life.

Chemistry as an organised course, which con

tains the materials that the chemist has found necessary
in his work of producing more chemical materials, is not
consistent with the subject-matter of the new school.
However, the chemistry materials which people use or should
use to advantage in living their daily lives will find a
place wherever they are needed in the curriculum unit®.
_
/
lj* * *
J im s .o.CM i^atlon .ana OtherEssay® (The Macmillan Co.,1929), p . 10.
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The pupil will not be limited to the first principles if
he needs the latest findings of research to live a better
life.
Tbs principles of the integrated program would in
dicate, in regard to the place of oher iatry materials, that
1.

A detailed study of the principles of pure chem

istry is not paramount.
ist.

Pure chemistry is for the special

It is a function of the oollege and not of the high

school to produce specialists.

High school is for general

education.
3.

The materials will not be limited to those

developed logically within the text.

Any textbook oould

contain only a fraction of the subject-matter of ohemlstry.
A textbook as a course of study or as a souroe of materials
implies that there are essentials of chemistry which one
should know.

It is essential chemistry rather than the

essentials of chemistry that the pupil must have.

The

materials must be selected as the pupil*s activities re
quire them, and to fit the aotivities.

No materials other

than the entire subject-matter can be selected arbitrarily
in advance.
3.

There are no specific objectives for chemistry

beyond the development of the scientific concepts essential
to the layman’s understanding of his environment.

The

scientist’s insistence on the truth, his open-mindedness
in regard to propaganda, and his oare and persistence in

,.,,_ ^ j:

attacking hiB problems, are also aims of education.

Scienoe

instruction has generally been assigned the objective of
developing these attitudes.

Its method has been to select

the problems of the scientist, perform the activities he
has performed, and find the same facts he found.
the aims of education are broad.

However,

To fulfill them these

attitudes must be manifested in all the activities of life
and not confined to specialised ones.

Therefore, they

have to be applied in all activities.

Development of

scientific thinking is accomplished through method and

r

not through subjeot-matter.
Understanding one’s environment (natural and phy
sical) has been suggested as a center of interest about
whioh to bring in materials from all sciences that the
pupil may contact his envirohment intelligently.

In

this center of interest only the most important and farreaching scientific principles and explanations would be
dealt with.
4.

Chemistry materials should be utilized when

and where they contribute to ways of living in and out of
school.

Whenever the pupil at any level of instruction

can make effective use, in his activities, of materials
of a chemical nature, he should have them at that time.
There is no one grade or year appropriate to chemistry
instruction.

If the pupil has occasion to use certain

facts whioh the chemist has supplied in regard to such

things as nutritive values of foods or conservation of mat
ter he should have such facts and not he deprived of them
until they are encountered in a formal course in chemistry.
On the other hand, if hie living oould in no way he en
hanced hy checking Boyle*s Law in the laboratory that should
not he required of the pupil just because he has reached a
oertain grade in school.
Summary
The materials which have been made available are
those which are considered to be fundamentally important
to the development of chemistry.

It has been but reoently

that movements have been initiated to res elect materials so
that they would be more in keeping with the layman's needs.
The principles of the integrated curriculum) provide cri
teria for the selection and placement of chemistry mater*
ials in the ourrioulum.

CHAPTER 4
THE NATURE OF AVAILABLE CHEMISTRY MATERIALS
The ohemistry materials available for use in high
sohool instruction are of two kinds:

(1) the chemicals

and apparatus for laboratory demonstration and experi
ment, and (s) the information catalogued in the ohemi3 try
textbook.
Laboratory Materials
The laboratory apparatus is designed solely for
the purpose of checking, verifying, and illustrating the
faots and principles developed in the textbook.
used only in the ohemistry laboratory,

It is

A typical list

of experiments to be performed in the high sohool class
exhibits the materials which the laboratory uses.
This list of experiments is outlined by the Com
mittee of Chemical Education of the Amerioan Society and
Is accepted by teaohere and textbook writers as a guide
about which to build laboratory instruction:1
To
To
To
To

learn to handle apparatus.
distinguish between a mixture and compound.
purify water by distillation.
study solution, solvent power of water,
saturation.
To study solutions of electrolytes and non
electrolytes.
To determine the percentage of water of hy
dration in a hydrated salt; e.g., copper
sulphate, barium chloride, elenite.
To study the electrolysis of water or of
an aqueous solution of an electrolyte.
^•"Correlation of rfigh School and College Chemistry,
Report of the Committee on Chemical Education, Journal of
Chemical Education (May, 1937), pp. 640-S5S*.

To prepare oxygen from potassium chlorate,
to study its properties and to recover
the potassium chloride and manganese
dioxide.
To determine the change in weight in heat
ing a metal in air.
To determine the weight of 22,4 liters of
oxygen at standard conditions.
To study the structure of the flame; the
oxidizing and reducing flame.
To study the aotion of metals (iron and
zinc) on dilute hydrochloric and sulpuric acid, properties of hydrogen.
To reduce oopper oxide by hydrogen (or
illuminating gas).
To determine the weight of magnesium
(or alluminum) that displaces one gram
of hydrogen.
To determine the weight of copper (or
nickel) with one gram atomic weight
of sulphur.
To study the relation of energy to chem
ical ohange as Illustrated by the evo
lution or absorption of heat, light,
and electricity in ohemloal ohange.
To study a few simple oases of reversi
ble reaction.
To determine the respective percentages
of oxygen and nitrogen in air.
To prepare nitric aoid.
To study the properties of nltrio aoid
including its aotion with oopper.
To study the preparation of ammonia from
an ammonium salt and the properties of
the gas.
To study the preparation of typical baeio
and aoid oxides, their action with water
and their interaction.
To study the allotropies forms of sulphur.
To prepare sulphur dioxide: (l) by burn
ing sulphur, (2) from a sulohite and an
acid; and to study the properties of the
gas evolved.
To study the properties of sulphurio aoid.
To prepare sulphurio aoid frd’
^t/afSxide by
the use of in oxidizing agent.
To prepare hydrogen sulphide and to study
its properties.
To prepare ohlorine and to study its pro
perties.
To prepare hydrogen ohloride and to study
its properties.
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To study the absorptive and reduoing pow
ers of oarbon.
To prepare oarbon dioxide and to study its
properties.
To prepare carbon monoxide and to study its
properties.
To study the displacement (electrochemical
series) of certain ooramon metals.
To study the preparation of soluble salts
and the isolation of the product.
To study the preparation of insoluable
salts by precipitation.
To study the action of sodium on water with
the recognition of the products formed.
To study quantitatively by titration the
neutralization of tenth normal solutions
of sodium hydroxide and hydroohlorio aoid.
To study the action of baking powders and
to determine their ingredients.
To study the preparation and properties of
oalcluu oxide, hydroxide, and carbonate.
To study hard waters and one method of soft
ening eaoh type.
To study the change from ferrous ohloride to
ferric ohloride, and vise versa; oxidation,
reduction; to test for the ferrous and for
the ferric ions.
To study the destructive distillation of
wood and soft ooal.
To teat for starch; to test for sugar; the
hydrolysis of starch.
To test for sodium, barium, strontium, and
oopper by flame ooloration.
To test for nitrate, sulphide, sulfate, and
carbonate ions.
To study the color of ions.
Textbook Materials
The high school textbook explains what chemistry is
about.

The content has been rather well standardized by

such agencies as the College Entrance Board and the Commit
tee on Education of the Amerloan Chemical Booiety.

The

nature of the materials might be anticipated from the in
terests of these two agencies.

The first has been guided

by its function of selecting students.

The second has
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been guided by its desire to correlate the chemistry course
of high school and oollege.

The latest effort of the Com

mittee is the Revised Report of "A Standard Minimum Course
in High School Chemistry.”

The Committee stated that in

arranging this course it considered both the pupils who
would and who would not go to college.

The course was to

prepare those who would specialize and would satisfy the
needs of those who would not!

This report guides both

the textbook makers and the chemistry teaohers and, there
fore, might be considered to include the available mater
ials for high school Instruction in chemistry.
The outline is here listed with the omission of
details for developing the toplos:
Topics for a Standard Minimum Course in High
School Chemistry
Water
U cil•

b.
o.
d.
e.
f.
.

General distribution
Physical properties
Solution
Impurities in water
Crystalization
Chemical properties

Oxygen
a.
b.
c.

Preparation
Properties
Uses

» Hydrogen
a.
b.
0.
d.

Preparation
Properties
Uses
Hydrogen peroxide

Ibid.. pr,. 64o-o48.
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4.

Laws, Hypotheses, and Theories
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

5.

Symbols, Weight, Volume Relations, and
Chemloal Change
a.
b.
0.
d.
a.
f.

g*
h.
1.
8.

b.
c.
d.

Ooourrenoe
Properties
Nitrogen fixation
Uses (practical)

Nitrlo Acid
a.
b.
o.

9.

Percentage of oxygen and nitrogen by
volume
Tests for water vapor and carbon dioxide
Liquid air
Two proofs that air is a mixture

Nitrogen
a.
b.
c.
d.

„ 8.

Atomic weights, use in performing
simple chemical calculations
Molecular weights
Symbols and formulas
Valence
Equations
Problems involving (l) percentage com
position, (3) weights of substances and
volumes of gases concerned, in chemical
relations, and (3) laws of gases
Kinds of chemical change
Energy ohange treated qualitatively
Formulas and written equations

Air
a.

7.

Law of conservation of mass
Law of definite composition (proportion)
Atomic theory
Laws of Boyle, Charles
Law of Gay Luss&c and Avagadro^ Hypo
thesis

Preparation
Properties
Uses

Ammonia
a.
b.
c.

Preparation
Properties
Uses
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10.

Acids, Bases, Salts
a.
b.
o.

11.

Theory of Ionization
a.
b.
o.
d.

la.

Preparation
Properties

Halogens
a.

17.

Preparation
Properties
Uses

Hydrogen Sulphide
a.
b.

18.

SuIphur dioxide

Sulphurio Aoid
a.
b.
c.

15.

Occurrence
Extraction
Allotroplc forms
Properties
Comparison with oxy ;en
Uses

Oxides of Sulphur
a.

14.

How the theory explains electro
lysis
How the theory explains neutra
lization
Acids and bases defined in terms
of ions
Atom and Ion distinguished

Sulphur
a.
b.
o,
d.
@.
f.

13.

General properties
Solutions
Activity of acids and bases

Chlorine
(1) Preparation
y d ) Properties
(3) Uses
(4 ) Compounds

Carbon
a. Occurrence
b. Commeroial preparation
0 . Properties
d. Uses
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19 .

Carbon- iox Ida
a*
to,
c.
d,

19 ,

Occurrence
Preparation
Properties
Uses

Ca rtoomonox id a
a.
b.
o,
d.
o*

20,

Preparation
Properties
Uses
Illuminating and fuel gaese
Poisoning by carbonmonoxide

Mo tale in

Definition
Occurrence
General methods of extraction
Action with air, water, eta.
General methods of preparing
metal salts

to,
o.
0*
a.
81,

Sodium
a.
to.

3-8,

Properties
Compounds of sodium

Calcium Compounds
a.
to.
o.
d.
a.
f.

38*

moral

Carbonate
Oxide
Hydroxide
Sulphate
Calcium phosphates
Fertiliser (ingredien Is of)

Iron
a. Metallurgy
to. Cast iron
0. U»03
d • Steel manufacture
e. Protection coatings
f. Compounds

84,

Sources of Organic Compounds
a.
to.
o.

Destructive distillation of wood
Destructive distillation of coal
Distillation and. crooking of
petroleum
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35.

Organic Compounds (briefly)
a.
b.
o.
d.

Sugar
Starch
Aoetic acid
Ethanol (ethyl alcohol)

Comparison of this course with previous outlines
by the same committee indicates that it has been cut down.
Materials withdrawn have in some instances been plaoed in
a supplementary list and in other instances discarded en
tirely.

This report illustrates the common practice of

meeting the needs of enlarged numbers of students by re
ducing the amount of standard materials to be covered in
the course.
This tendency is further demonstrated by the posi
tion of the.Committee on Reorganisation of the high school
curriculum whioh arrived at the conclusion that "perhaps
all the desirable faotual material for the oourse in high
school chemistry might be included under fourteen units
or divisions bearing some such titles as these:
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"1,
"3.
*3.
"4.

Chemical changes in everyday life
Elements, the simplest form of matter
The ten elements necessary to life
Some simple compounds of the essential
elements
"5. How simple compounds combine to form others
*6. Some other useful and interesting elements
"?. The relation of chemistry to human health
"8. Uses of chemistry in the home
*9. Applications of chemistry to our daily life
"10. How chemistry is applied to industries
*11. How chemistry contributes to the welfare of
society
H. Lancelot, "The Course in ftlgh Bohool Chem
istry: A Progress Report," North Central Association Quar
terly (March, 1931), pp, 494-507.
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"IS.
"13.
"14.

The chemistry of plant and animal life
The relation of chemistry to the progess
of civilization
Generalizations and solutions of problems."
Analyses of Available Materials

From an examination of several widely used text
books in chemistry, Cornog and Colbert found that the materails could be classified under the following topics and
that the treatment of the topios was in the following pro
portions: '
Descriptive
Useful Applications
Equations and
Problems
Theory

56.8$
35.3$
6.9$
13.1$

Through a study of final examinations and of the
relative stresses placed by teachers on the four divisions
of content the investigators pointed out that the indica
tions were "that the backbone of much high school chemistry
is a parrot-like repetition of textbook material."

5

Pos

sibly that is the only method that available materials
lend themselves to.

It is apparent that the selection of

them has been arbitrary and in the prooess the functional
values of the material have not been considered.
While no study has been made of the extent of the
aotual u b ® of these materials in living,some conclusions
can be drawn from an investigation by Chappellear.

In

this study the five most widely used high sohool texts
Jaoob Cornog and . C. Colbert, "A Quantitative
Analysis of Aims in Teaching Hisrh Sohool Chemistry,"
Sohool Science and Mathematics (February, 1934), pt>, 1S8-173.
5

Ibid.,

p.

171.

4.6
in chemistry were examined with the view of selecting the
health content of them.

It was found that there was an

average of 9.16 per cent of the space devoted to health
subject-matter.

&

The Committee on the Reorganization of

t

the High School Curriculum in developing a functional unit
on health for the chemistry course found that the necessary
materials were not available in high school chemistry texts.
The committee was forced to build up the unit independent
7
of any text.
The recent emphasis plaoed on eonsumer education
has suggested additional ways of analyzing instruotional
3
materials. HarapJ listed nearly a thousand objectives of
0
consumer education. Koos reduced Harap*s list to one
of 317 items and added another list of about 100 items
obtained from other souroes.

His final list contained

306 Items which he felt represented the interests of the
oonsumer.

In view of this final list he examined text

books in different subjects.

He found that the ohemistry

text recognized but thirty-three of the 306 items.

C . S . Channel lea.r, Health Subject Matter in
Natural Sciences (Teachers Soilage' Contributions to
Education, No. 341, 1929).
Iw, H. Lancelot, on. cit.
aHenry Harap, The Education of the Consumer
(The Magmillan Co., 1924).
SL. V. Koos, "Consumer Education in Second ry
Schools," The School Review (December, 1934), pp. 737-750.

Summary
The materials available for purposes of high sohool
instruction are very definitely standardized.

Various

studies and Investigations of the nature of these materials
have found that they are also highly specialized.

There

is comparatively little in the high sohool oourse whioh
will assist the average person in the performance of
normal life activities.
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CHAPTER 5
SELECTION OF MATERIALS FOR INTEGRATED PROGRAMS
Tha instructional materials for an integrated cur
riculum will b® selected finally only after the activities
necessary to carry out all the aims of education have been
determined.

Many plans have been offered for schemes of

reorganization wherein these activities mirht; be provided
for the pupils.

.
The Core Curriculum

Most of theae suggestions deal with the type of
organization which designates social studies as a core
around which all ourrioulum materials will be built.

This

core will consist of the common experiences that would be
dictated by the nature of present American society and
the most desirable direction that it should take.

Some

plans retain subject-matter departments and others dis
card them.

But regardless of that point all plans for a

core curriculum utilize materials from various subject
fields, which are selected in view of their social sig
nificance.

The ohemlstry materials drawn upon for use

in this type of organization would be those ohemioal con
cepts and materials which people use in livin
As an integral part of science and as a specialized
study, chemistry has greatly altered the conditions tinder
whioh people live.

Explanations and demonstrations of
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auoh facts as combustion, conservation of matter, and the
transformation of energy have raised the thinking of man
above the level of the superstitious and mysterious.

He

views nature xeasoningly in his attempts to oontrol it.
Control of energy transformation has provided the
high temperatures without which the machinery of the pre
sent age would be impossible.

This has aided man in re

lieving him of many of the hard labors it was once neces
sary for him to perform.

Gasoline and other fuels have

given him power for transportation and labor saving devices,
as well as large scale production and cheaper products.
The housewife washes with power, irons with elect
ricity, cooks with gas, uses pressure cookers, aluminum
utensils, and purchases oheaply such things as soap, oanned
goods, prepared foods, and many other commodities which she
formerly had to make herself.

She knows that the food she

buys is pure, that she can get olothing appropriate for dif
ferent seasons of the year, and that there are tests for
“
quality and color of the cloth she purchases.
-

The farmer improves his land with commercial ferti
lisers, fattens his stock with balanced rations, sells milk
on test, treats the seed grains that he plants, has his live
stock vaccinated, and builds his fences with steel wire.
Power machinery tills the soil, pumps water, and transports
the products he raises.

Paved highways and rapid transpor

tation have mitigated rural isolation and made the farmer
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an aotlve community member.

Brioks, tile, steel, glass,

and cement have made possible safer and better buildings.
These have been beautified and kept from weathering with
improved paints and varnishes.

They have been equipped

with efficient heating systems, air conditioning plants,
and mechanical refrigeration.
People live in congested oities without fear of
the dangers of concentrated population.

They are pro

tected from fire by modern fire-fighting equipment,

^ater

is brought to them from miles away by means of iron and
concrete aqueducts.

In large

filtration plants the water

is freed from impurities and treated ohemioally to remove
any possible contamination.

Systems of sewage disposal

prevent contamination and the spread of disease.

Chemical

analysis and inspection assure pure foods.
Resources whioh nature has supplied are being con
served through substitutes for wood, synthetic fuels, com♦
plete refinement of oils, and extraction of metals from
low grade ores.

Substitutes for raw materials not avail

able, such as synthetic rubber and artifioal sflk, are
are being developed so that Americans may have them more
cheaply.
Chemistry is teaching people how to maintain health.
It has discovered the kinds and the amounts of the foods
they must have and likewise informed them of many things
they should not have.

It has provided means by which in

dividual ana group health oan be safeguarded against

oontagious diseases.

Epidemios of malaria, yellow fever,

small pox, and typhoid fever have been prevented by vacolnation, innooulation, and oontrol of conditions

-hioh spread

disease.
Chemistry raises man’s standard of living by making
available to him new and better goods.

Substitutes have

been provided for the moat expensive goods. When there is
need for
a/new goods chemistry makes them possible. Antiseptics,
anaesthetics, speoiflo remedies, low melting alloys, high
oarbon steel, optical glass, coal tar dyes, artifioal
leather, and cellophane products, along with countless
other goods, have been developed for the use of man.
Man's thinking, his present living, and his hope
for future betterment are inextricably tied up with ma
terials from the subject-matter of chemistry.

Such mater

ials are socially significant.
The Individual-Interest Curriculum
another type of curriculum reconstruction would con
centrate Instruction on the development of the pupil.

He

would be given every sort of experience available in the
oom unity that would serve to develop him most rapidly,
whether it was in the textbook or not and whether it was
classed as materials or activities.

The princ iple followed

is that the pupil should always be kept in sooiety and to
do that school life must be normal life.

The pupil will

have such experiences of this type as areappropriate to

«-/*W

his interests and abilities.

These will be determined

through counseling and guidance.
The experiences of school can not be confined to
those defined by compartment groupings of materials.

The

pupil can learn to live by living an<yusing the materials,
that a specialist usee.

Hence the textbook should be con

sidered only as a logical introductory outline of what may
be usefully covered in any specialized field that may enter
into the oourse.

Perhaps, now that there are no texts in

clusive enough for the integrated curriculum, several texts
should enter into each integrated unit of life's experience
of the pupil, which is set up as a part of the curriculum,
A chemistry text should be one of these in many units.
Only certain parts of the chemistry will be used, however,
in any unit.
Possible Improvements in Traditional Currioulums
The suggestions thus far offered for curriculum or
al 1
ganization which will fulfill/the aims of education indicate
that materials and activities will be used in an informal
way and without reference to categories.

However, any

program built on suoh suggestions would be too idealistic
for immediate adoption.

The traditions of organization of

subject-matter and the love of the speoialist for his sub
ject are too firmly fixed for anything approaching a complete
reorganization in the near future.
Therefore, oertain suggestions are made here for
those who are now teaching chemistry in traditional schools
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where the curriculum is conceived as administering to the
pupils a series of textbooks in separate specialized fields.
It has bean said that euoh teachers should get the conoept
of integration first.

Then they should learn all the per

tinent faots about each ohildi his intellectual, emotional,
social, and economic backgrounds, his aptitudes, speoail
capacities, and probable future occupational and oultural
nesds.

The teachers should become broadly informed con

cerning all the materials in the world about them, with
particular reference to the part that chemistry plays in
each of its normal

activities.

These materials and

activities which Involve ohemistry should be brought to
bear upon each child in the chemistry class to help him
to develop toward his own best future happiness in as
broad a way as possible.

If a pupil plans to go on to col

lege, the ohemistry taaoher should guide him into enough
formalized ohemistry to pass the college entrance require
ments.

If a pupil does not Intend to enter college, he

will have another interest or vocational bent whioh will
be dominant enough to suggest what experiences, involving
ohemistry, he should be given in high sohool.

Thus all

will be provided with their best developmental experiences
in ohemistry.
It is the purpose here to point out chemistry ma
terials whioh a curriculum guided by the philosophies of
education would use in fulfilling the educational aims.
This imposes two problems:
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1.

The Selection of a valid and usable set of aims
by which the activities of sohool may be determined.

2.

The selection of chemistry materials suggestsd and
demanded by these alms.

In 1918 the Commission on the Reorganization of Seo1
ondary Education published the Seven Cardinal Principles
as imperative outcomes of secondary education.

The general

objectives of all education, stated the Commission, should
be health, command of the fundamental processes, worthy
home membership, vocation, citizenship, worthy use of
leisure, and ethical character.
Later statements, additions, and elaborations on
the Cardinal Principles have indicated ways in which in
structional materials might be used to assist in the acoomp2
lishment of them. In "The Education of the Consumer"
Harap initiated a movement to further the aims of health,
home-membership, and citizenship by educating the consumer
to the extent that he might recognize what he should have,
what he should be able to do, how he should secure his
goods, and how he should use them most economically.

Such

agencies as the Consumers Research Incorporated and various
bureaus of the federal government are seeking through ex
perimentation and publication of the results to make the
American people more intelligent consumers.

Chemistry is

drawn upon heavily in this undertaking.
1A Report of theCommission on the Reorganization of
eooniary Education, United "States Bureau of Education. Buletin. No. 35 (1918).
‘‘‘Henry Harap. The Eduoatlon of the Consumer (The
Macmillan Co., 1934).""

f
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Tile materials of chemistry that enter the lives of
X

people through their activities as consumers In the field
of health, home-membership, and citizenship should be in
tegrated with the activities of those fields.

Such ma-

\
terials are capable of integration.

The procedure, followed

in selecting materials from chemistry for use in the new
curriculum will be to examine textbooks and courses of
study in health, home-membership, and citizenship to deter
mine activities in those fields with which chemistry mater
ials may be integrated and to suggest the materials which
seem to be required.

V

\

Chemistry Materials for Activities of Health
\

Courses in health have been designed to further the
health objective.

An analysis of textbooks and court?0$

of stu y for such a course will yield the nature of health
activities which require chemistry materials.

With this

object in view, the following publications have been used
as sources;
W. I. Charters, D. F. Smiley, and R. M. Strang,
Health Knowledge (The Macmillan Co., 1935).
R. E. Blount, Health— Public and Personal (Allyn and
Bacon, X9.SS)..
Syllabus In Physiology for High Schools. Department
of Publicinstruction, State ofNorth Dakota
(Mimeographed).
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Table 4
Chemistry Materials and Concepts Suggested for the
Development of the Health Objective
fhe Objective
’Health" requires
that pupils, through
activities in school
have contact with such
problems as:_________ _
The
Character
of
Living
Substances

Materials which the science of
chemistry has made available and
whioh bear directly on the aotivities of health_______ _

Living substances are molecules of
protoplasm*
Elements whioh compose the protoplasm
of the oell are determined by ohemical analysis.
The combination of elements to form
compounds follows definite laws of
nature *
Cell growth is chemical action.
Molecules of food are broken up into
atoms and these unite to form proto
plasm.
Oxidation in the oell is the source
of body enery.
Certain products of this process are
oarbondioxide and water. They are
removed from the body through breathing
Other waste products of oell activity
are chiefly nitrogen products.
The needs of the body cells are determ
ined by ohemioal analysis.
Oxygen is needed for the conversion of
body cells into energy.
Growing cells need oxygen, carbon, hy
drogen, and small amounts of other
elements.
The cells of fhe blood need iron.
Cells of bone and glandular tissue need
calcium and phophorus.
The blood plasm is a mixture containing
among other substances water, minerals
and proteins.
The oolor of the red cells is due to
haemoglobin.
Red cells oarry oxygen by combining
it in chemical reaction with iron in
the oell.
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Table 4 (Continued)
The Object
ive "Health"
requires that
pupils, through
activities in
sohool have con
tact with such
problems as:

Materials which the scienoe of chemistry
has made available and whioh bear direct
ly on the activities of
health

Selection
of
Food

For growth and repair of body cells pro
tein and mineral foods are ohiefly needed.
Protein foods contain nitrogen, oxygen,
oarbon, and hydrogen.
Mineral foods contain compounds of suoh
elements as calcium, magnesium, iron,
and phosphorus*
Carbohydrates and fats are the principal
sources of body enery.
Carbohydrates oontaln hydrogen, oarbon and
oxygen. They occur in foods as sugars
and starches.
Certain other substances in foods perform
speoial functions in life processes.
These are vitlmins of whioh there are
seven different kinds.
Each kind functions in a different way.
Foods differ in value as sources of vitimins.
Foods are classified according to quality
and quantity of nutrients.
The measure of energy in food is the calorie,
The energy vq,lue of food is determined by
the number of calories it will yield if
completely oxidized.
The contents of all common foods in terms
of proteins, carbohydrates, fats, miner
als, vitimins, and energy is known.
Foods sometimes contain undesirable
substances.
Certain ohemlcals suoh as benaoate of soda,
sulphur dioxide, and sodium sulphite whioh
are often used as food preservatives have
harmful body effects.

Preparation
of
Foods

Cooking has definite effects on foods.
It softens tough fibrous materials and
starches and makes them more digestible.
It destroys harmful bacteria and germs.
Higher temperatures can frequently be ob
tained through baking than through
boiling.

58
Table 4 (Continued)
The Object
ive ‘Health*
requires that
pupils, through
activities in
school have contact with such
problems as:

Materials which the soienoe of chemistry
has made available and which bear directly on the activities of
health
Some foods need to be cooked longer than
others.
Cooking improves the digestibility of
starches and hinders the digestibility
of milk and eggs.
There are methods of preventing deterior
ation whioh have no harmful effeots on
the body.
Refrigeration retards the action of baoteria.

Digestion
of
Foods

Analysis of digestive fluids reveals
their composition.
These oan be prepared artificially in the
laboratory and their effeots on foods
studied.
Digestion is a series of chemical ohanges.
Saliva, secreted in the mouth, ohanges
starohes to a kind of sugar cailea gluoose.
Saliva is alkaline and oan not act in the
presence of acid.
Gastric juice is secreted from glands in
the stomach and oonverts proteins and
fats to soluble form.
The gastric juice is aoid.
The bile, from the liver, continues the
conversion of fats to soluble form.
Pancreatic juice acts on carbohydrates,
fats, and proteins to further ohange
their forms for assimilation.
The ohanges in proteins are completed by
the intestinal juice.
Foods not immediately needed by the body
are converted to some form for storage.

Air
and
Health

Air is a mixture from which the body
takes oxygen.
The composition of air ohanges as a re
sult of respiration.
Products of respiration and impurities
such as dust and pollen in the air are
unhealthful.
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Table 4 (Continued)
the Objective ‘Health1
requires that
pupils, through
activities in
school have con
tact with such
problems as;

Materials which the aoienoe of ohemistry
has made available and which bear direct
ly on the activities of
health___________________________________
The humidity of air oan be determined.
It is Important to health that the humidity
of the air in buildings be controlled.
There are methods of accomplishing this.
Air oan be tested for Impurities suoh as
carbon-monoxide which are detrimental
to health.
Disease germs can not live Ion in air.

Water
and
Health

Most foods muBt be made soluble in water,before they are of use to the body.
Water comprises a large part of most of
the foods we eat.
It can be tested for both impurities and
salts which might be harmful to the body.
Filtration will free water from insoluble
materials.
Distillation will render it chemioally pure.
The addition of ohemioals suoh as chlorine
will free it from bacteria.
Gelatinous materials oan be used to cleanse it

Keeping
Well

There are few specific remedies for disease.
Chemical research makes available such me
dicines as quinine, insulin, and adrenalin.
Antiseptios usually destroy body tissue as
well as bacteria.
Many antiseptios and disinfectants are com
pounds of mercury.
Other commonly used disinfectants are forms
of phenol and iodine.
The most effective fumigant is formalin.
It destroys germs but does not destroy inseotii
Sulphur dioxide is frequently used as a
fumigant. It is effective for bugs and in
sects but also bleaches olothing.
Analysis shows that such products as taloum
powders and face powders, beauty soaps,
astringents, face creams, deodorants, tonios, skin foods, reducing compounds, hair
dyes, rouges, and mouth washes frequently
contain materials that should not be used.
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Table 4 (Continued)
The Objective *Health*
requires that
pupils, through
activities in
school have contact with such
problems ast____

Materials whioh the science of chemistry
has made available and whioh bear directly on the activities of
health

The base of most powders contains minerals
which can not be removed from it.
Zinc stearate frequently found in baby
powder is poisonous.
Rice particles in powder absorb moisture
from the skin.
Silver salt© sometimes found in hair dyes
are absorbed by the body.
Alkalies in hair removers dissolve the
akin as well as the hair.
Dinitrophenol a constituent of some reducing
preparations frequently oauses death.
Free alkalies and acids sometimes oocuring
___________________ in soaps are corrosive to body tissue.
Chemistry Materials for Aotivities of Home
Membership
■Worthy Home Membership calls for the development of
those qualities whioh make the individual a worthy member
of the family, both contributing to and deriving benefit
3
from that membership,*
The objective is much more inclu
sive than any course or sum total of courses as yet devised.
Such courses, as are at present being taught, are limited
to the vocational aspects of home-making.

Concomitant

and assoolate learnings, incidental to these vocational as
pects, contribute mors to the realisation of this objective.
While the courses are inadequate they will provide a basis
3
A Report of the Commission on the Reorganization
of Secondary Education,' On. olt.. "p. 12.
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for determining the nature of many of the activities neces
sary in accomplishing this objective and also the nature
of many materials from chemistry which the activities require.
For this purpose the following books and courses were
examined:
The High School Curriculum and Syllabi of High Sohool
Subjects, Bulletin No. 10, Home Eoonomics, De
partment 03?.Education, State of Minnesota (1922).
M. r , Wood, Ruth Lindquist, and L. A. Studley, Managing
the Home (Houghton Mifflin and Co., 1932TT
F. H. Leighton, A Basis for Bui lain-: A Course in Home
Economics TBureau of Publications. Teaohere Col
lege, Columbia University, 1931).
H. C. Findlayson. Syllabus for Home Economics. State of
North Dakota (Mimeographed, 1923).
Table 6
Chemistry Materials and Concepts Suggested for the
Development of the Home-Membership Object
ive
The Objective ‘Worthy
Home Member
ship1 requires
that the pupil,
through actlvlties in the sohool
have contact with
such problems as:
Seleotlon
of
Food

Materials and concents which the science
of chemistry have made available and
which bear direotly on the activities of
home membership______________________ _
Analysis of body tissues and fluids yields
the nature of the food substances needed
by the body.
Carbohydrates supply body energy and are
obtained from such foods as wheat pro
ducts, corn products, sugar, and potatoes
Proteins supply the needs of the body oells
for growth and repair. Sources rich in
proteins are wheat products, eggs, meat,
and dairy products.
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Table 5 (Continued)

The Objective
•Worthy Horae
Membership'
requires that
the pupil, through
activities in
Materials and concepts which the science
the school have
of cheraistry have made available and
contact with such which bear directly on the activities of
problems ast______ home membership__________________________
Fats are chiefly souroea of body energy.
They occur in beef and pork, dairy pro
ducts, particularly butter, and salad oils.
Minerals are needed for bone tissue, blood,
liver, spleen, and other body tissues.
Minerals in compounds which the body can
assimilate are available in milk, eggs,
and vegetables.
At least seven different vitimins perform
special functions in the body processes.
Some foods ar© better soxirces than others
for vitimins but a well balanced diet
will supply them all.
Purchase
of
Food

The purity and quality of foods is deter
mined by analysis.
Classification of foods according to food
values in terras of food substances per
mits economical purchase of food.
There are synthetic preparations such as
oleomargarine which affect the price
of foods.
Solid fats prepared by hydrogenating oils
are often substituted for lard.
Facts relating to the raaltive values of
canned, dried, and fresh vegetables
and fruits enable wise selection.
Containers are manufactured which will
not react with foods.

Preparation
of
Food

Under certain conditions heat destroys
vitlmins.
Pressure cookers enable food to be sub
jected to greater heat.
Cooking affects the palitabillty and digest
ibility of different foods differently.
In many processes of the preparation of
food chemical reaction takes place.
The effective action of learning agents
such as baking powders, baking soda,
and yeast results from chemical reactions.
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Table 5 (Continued)
The Objective
‘ Worthy Horne
Membership'
requires that
the pupil,
through activ
ities in the
Materials and concepts which the science
school nave con- of chemistry have made available and
tact with such
which bear directly on the activities of
problems as:_____ home membership___________________________
Changes of a chemical nature take plaoe in
the baking of bread and pastries.
The setting of jellies depends upon the
presence of the substance, pectin.
Commercial and home preparations of the
same foods differ in nutritive values.
Artifical coloring and flavoring materials
are frequently used.
Modern kitchen utensils are made possible
through cheaper processes of extracting
aluminum from its ores and processes of
preparing high grade, heat resisting
enamels.
Preservation
of
Foods

Beverages

There are methods of dehydrating vegetables
and fruits so that they will keep an in
definite period under varying conditions
of climate.
Salt and sugar solutions may be used for
preserving fruits and meats.
Silicate compounds are used for preserving
eggs.
Mechanical refrigeration simplifies the
temporary storage of perishable foods.
It makes possible lower temperatures than
does ice.
Beverages are made effervescent through
ohemical reactions.
These lose their effervescent properties
when left open.
The stimulating effect of tea and coffee
is due to drugs which they contain
Beverages of all flavors may be made from
artifical fruits
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Table 5 (Continued)
ftieObjective
‘Worthy Home
Membership*
requires that
the pupil,
through activ
ities in the
school have contact with such
problems aei

Materials and conoepts which the solenoe
of chemistry have made available and
whioh bear direotly on the activities of
home membership.

Home
Buildings

Limestone, sandstone, brick, and tile are
held together by means of mortar which
sets as a result of ohemical action.
New materials and methods of construction
greatly alters the cost of buildings.
The use of cement and steel makes possi
ble many new types of structures.
Plasterboard, sheetrook, and pressed woods
are artificial materials used principally
in interior construction.
Plaster sets as a result of chemical action
and its durability depends on kinds and
proportions of materials used.
Some kinds of glass will permit the passage
of violet rays.
Paints, varnishes, shellaos, enamels, and
lacquers are prepared which will adhere
to almost any surface.
Commercial floor coverings in the form of
rubber and linoleum are durable and
easily cleaned.
Calcimine is a cheap and satisfactory wall
covering.

Fuels

There are three classes of fuels: liquids,
gases, and solids.
All solid . fuels, are derived from trees.
All fuels contain oarbon and most of them
contain hydrogen and oxygen as well.
Determination of the efficiencies of various
fuels permits economical purchase of them.
Dry TOOd gives about 5600 B. T.u. per pound.
Pins wood gives about ten per oent more heat
units perpound than does oak.
Oak wood has about two-thirds of the heat
ing value of soft ooal per unit of weight.
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Table 5 (Continued)
The dbjeotive
•Worthy Home
Membership*
requires that
the pupil,
through activ
ities in the
Materials and concepts which the science
school have con- of chemistry have made available and
taot with such
whioh bear directly on the activities of
problems ast_____ home membership
Gaseous fuels are manufactured as well as
obtained from wells.
The composition of manufactured gas de
pends upon the method used in its manu
facture.
The heating value of gases vary greatly.
Natural gas has over seven times the
heating values of producer gas.
Methane is the ohief constituent of natrual
gas.
Coal gas contains hydrogen and methane.
Water gas is made up of carbon monoxide
and hydrogen.
Burning is.a chemical reaotion.
There is no loss of materials in burning
but they are ohanged in form.
Moisture and c rbon dioxide are usually
formed when burning takes place.
When Combustion is incomplete carbon-monoxide
is frequently formed.
The efficiency of burning fuels depends
upon controlling the amount of air whioh
the fuels receive while burning.
Explosions result from incompletely burned
gases.
Some fuel gases are poisonous.
Briquets are usually manufactured from
coal dust whioh is held together with tar
or pitch.
Selection
of
Clothing

There are means of identifying wool, silk,
cotton, linen, and other textiles through
chemical tests.
Artificial silk is made from the cellulose
of cotton.
Commercial bleaching processes fre uently
weaken the fibers of textiles.
The whiter linen is bleached, the weaker
the fiber becomes.
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Table 5 (Continued)
The Objective
♦Worthy Home
Membership*
requires that
the pupil,
t rough activ
ities in the
school have con
tact with euoh
problems as:

Materials and concepts whioh the science
of chemistry have made available and
whioh bear directly on the activities of
home membership

Care
of
Clothing

There are cleaning agents suitable for dif
ferent materials.
Cleaning usually depends upon the solubil
ity of some substances in others.
Some soaps contain substances whioh injure
fibers,
Many of the dyes used for cloth are obtained
from coal tar.
Some dyes require mordants to hold them on
the fibers.
Mordants are of two classes: mineral such
as iron, and vegetable, such as tanin.
Some dyes are secured from wood.
Different materials require dyes of dif
ferent compositions.
Bleaching depends upon a reaction between
the bleaching agent and the coloring mat
ter.
Bleaching powder is commonly used for
cotton and linen.
It oan not be used for silk and wool as
the chlorine released from it attacks
the fibers.
Sulphur dioxide and hydrogen peroxide are
frequently used for these materials.
Bluing acts as a bleaching agent.

Home
Sanitation

Com ercial soaps are more satisfactory
than those prepared at home.
Analysis of commercial soaps shows that the
cheap soaps are often superior to those
of higher prices.
Usable soaps can be prepared at home.
Soaps form insoluable compounds with hard
water.
Cleaning agents such as lye and ammonia
are bases.
Sodium hypochlorite is the active ingredient
in household preparations such as Hi-lex.
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Table 5 (Continued)
the Ctfjeotive
‘Worthy Home
Membership*
requires that
the pupil,
tnrough activ
ities in the
sohool have contact with such
problems ae:

Materials and oonoepts which the science
of chemistry have made available and
which bear directly on the activities of
home membership_________________
Chlorine is released in free state from
sodium hypochlorite.
Specially prepared soaps are necessafiy to
d e a n paints and varnishes without damage
to them.
Organic compounds are ohanged to inorganic
compounds through bacterial action in
the septic tank.
Chemicals such as lime decompose waste
products.
Certain disinfectants such as bichloride
of mercury corrode metals.
Phenol is an effective disinfective but
must be diluted before using.
Soapsuds have disinfectant properties.
Carbon bisulphide gives off poisonous
fumes and is an effective insecticide
for use in small rooms.

Gardens
and Yards

Growing crops and vegetables take lar 'e
amounts of nitrogen, potassium and phos
phorus from the soil.
These must be supplied to the soil in the
form of compounds.
Animal matter, earth deposits, and the
atmosphere are the important souroes of
nitrogen for fertilizers.
Legume plants increase the nitrogen content
of the soil.
Land is most apt to be deficient in phos
phorus oompounds.
Sources of phosphorus fertilizers are guano
and phosphate roates.
Potassium compounds for fertilizers are
provided from sources such as mineral de
posits, ocean kelp, and lake brines.
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Table 5 (Continued)
the Objective
•Worthy Home
Membership'
requires that
the pupil,
through activ
ities in the
Materials and oonoepts which the science
school have con- of chemistry have made available ana
tabt with such
which bear directly on the activities of
problems as;_____ home membership___________________________ _
Plant foods must be soluble in water before
the plant can take the® up.
A ohemical action takes place in the leaves
of green plants wherein certain sugars
are made from water and carbon dioxide.
Sugars are changed to starches for storages.
Plants manufacture food only in the presence
of light.
Crowing plants tend to maintain a balance
in nature by adding oxygen to the atmos
phere and using carbondioxide from it.
Soil analysis is essential to the wisest
use of land.
There are methods and materialsfwhioh
insects, worms and other pests may be
controlled.
Arsenic and lead compounds are used to
spray trees and vines.
The fumes from oy&nide compounds or carbon
__________________ bisulphide will destroy ant hills._______
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Chemistry Materials for the Activities of
Citizenship
The materials and conoepts needed for the activities
of citizenship are those which enable the pupil to better
perform the activities.

The nature of the activities and

the nature of the neoeaeary materials, which ohemistry
may contribute, may be discovered from the study of text
books and courses of study designed for instruction in cit
izenship.

In examining these sources the objeot was to sel

ect some of the problem® of society with whioh ohemistry
materials oould and should1be integrated beoause of their
importance to activities arising from the problems.
The sources used for selecting these problems were:
E. A. Hughes, II..:: Community Civics (Allyn and Baoon, 1933)
J. I. Arnold, Problems in American Life (Row Peterson
and Co., 1934).
Jacob Klein and "Wolf Colvin, Economic Problems of Today
(Lyons and Carnahan, l"$34)’. "
A Tentative Course of Study in Social Science, Cuyahoga
County Public Schools, Secondary Curriculum
Bulletin Ho. ?1 (Mimeographed, 1930).
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Table 6
Chemistry Materials and Concepts Suggested for the
Development of the Citizenship Objective
£he Objective
'Citizenship*
requires that
the pupil,
through aotivities in the
school, have
contact with
such problems

Materials and Concepts which the science
of chemistry has made available and
which bear direotly on
the activities of
citizenship__________________________________

Transportation Transportation is dependent upon chemistry
for the development of materials for ve
hicles, roads, and fuels.
Economical and durable highways are made
possible through methods of developing
and testing materials.
It is possible to have hard surface roads
and streets through the use of concrete,
asphalt, and brlok.
Less expensive and less durable hard sur
faces are made from sand and gravel treated
with tar and oil.
The use of gasoline, oil, and alcohol as
transportation fuels makes transportation
more convenient.
Efficiency of fuels is increased through ex
perimentation. Ethyl gas provides an
example of this.
The products from the use of fuels can be
controlled.
The dust and dirt resulting from the use of
roads can be kept down by the use of such
materials as calcium chloride.
Lubricating oils reduce the wear of vehicles.
Visoosity is an important character of
lubricants.
The development of different methods of
treating and manufacturing steel affects
the rate and safety of transportation.
Conservation
of
Natural
Resources

There are substitutes for natural resources
which are limited in nature.
Complete refinement of petroleum, extraction
of metals from low grade ores, and the ex
traction of oil from oil shalss have great
ly Increased our natrual resources.
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Table 6 (Continued)
The Objeotive
".... ""
*CBtizenship*
requires that
the pupil,
through activ
ities in the
school, have Materials and ooneepts which the scienoe
contact with of chemistry has made available and
such problems which bear directly on the activities
as:___________ of oitiaenhiv_________________________________
Low grade coals can be made into briquets.
Soil analysis makes possible the determina
tion of soil deficiencies.
Commercial fertilizers may be used to re
store fertility.
Iron and reinforced concrete replace wood
for many building purposes.
Desert lands can be made usable through
irrigation.
Useful goods, suoh as dyes from coal distil
lation, oan be obtained from the waste
products of commercial processes.
Public
Health

Contagious diseases are controlled through
vaccination and inoculation.
Fumigants may be used to rid buildin?s and
clothing of disease germs.
Disease germs and carriers of them may be
destroyed and controlled through germicides,
insecticides and antiseptics.
Thera are methods of determining the purity
of foods through analysis.
Harmless substitutes are aval laid e for tinhealthful coloring materials and preserv
atives formerly used in commercial pre
parations of foods.
later analysis eliminates one source of much
ill health.
Processes of filtration and ohemical treat
ment guarantee pure water.
Pasturization of milk frees people from the
source of much illness and provide© a means
of safely preserving milk until it eventually
reaches the consumer.
Disposal of waste and sewage through aeration
plants, septic tanks, and chemical decomposi
tion is in&ispensible to the modern large
oity
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T&ble © (Continued)
flie Objective
"'"‘l
,
'
,"""l
•Citizenship'
requires that
the pupil,
through activ
ities in the
school, have
Materials and oonoepts which the science
contact with
of chemistry has made available and
such problems which bear directly on the activities
as: ____ ____ of citizenship
There are methods of reducing the smoke nui
sances typical of large cities through
smoke consumers and controlled combustion
of fuels.
Industrial prooesse© which are detrimental
to health can be replaced by processes
which avoid this hazard.
The air of large buildings can be washed
and purified chemically.
Mechanical refrigeration makes possible
the large scale preservation of foods.
Civic
Methods of using concrete, stone, and steel
Improvement
for buildings provides more permanent and
and.
beautiful buildings.
Beautification There are chemicals with which both interiors
and exteriors can be cleaned.
Refinishing materials are available for most
all construction materials.
Trees and lawns in parks and boulevards can
be freed from insects with chemloal sprays.
Public
Safety

Building materials can be secured which are
fireproof.
Information is available in regard to fire
hazards of certain materials commonly used
suoh as gasoline, kerosine, cleaning fluids
and oils.
Spontaneous combustion causes many fires.
Textiles can be fireproofed.
Effective chemical fire extinguishers greatly
reduce the loss from fires.
There are many materials designed to prevent
and control the spread of fire such as low
melting alloys for use in sprinkler systems,
asbestos curtains and linings for rooms con
taining inflamable materials, and fireproof
glass for windows and doors.
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Table 6 (Continued)
The bbjeotive
•Citizenship'
requires, that
the pupil,
through activ
ities in the
school, have Materials and concepts which the science
contact with of chemistry has made available and
auoh problems whioh bear directly on the activities
as:___________ of citizenship__________________________
Control
of
Environment

Tnere are many artificially prepared subetitutes as artificial silk and synthetic rubber for raw materials not available.
Refrigerated transportation makes possible
the transportation of perishable goods to
all communities.
Fuels and oils for transportation are manu
factured which will stand extremes of cold
and hot climates.
Pure water is brought to cities through
aquaduots of steel and concrete.

Elimination
of
Waste

Many products once wasted are converted to
useful goods.
Oils and solid fats are secured from cotton
seed; the cracking prooess yields a much
larger percentage of gasoline; the blproduot6 of meat packing industries are con
verted to useful goods.

In tell igent
Buying

Chemioal analysis provides facts about adver
tised goods for whioh extravagant olaims
are made.
The buyer can be protected through methods
of measuring quality of produots such as
octane rating for gasoline, viscosity
standards for oils, B. t. u. and calories
for fuels, calories for foods, protein
tests for wheat, and butter fat tests for
milk and oream.
Goods sold under trade names can frequently be
made at home for a small fraction of the oost
of the commercial preparation.
Many astringents are made from water and alcohol
Lanolin and olive oil are as good hand lotions
as expensive preparations.
Soap is as effective as a high priced shampoo.
There is nothing in cold oream that is food for
the skin.
The4sunlight vitimin obtained from sunlight is

iipSiil688dtSiit°6!iini4pSl9maSih*588Our0e'

.-..min necessary for the body under ordinary
olrcumstanoas.
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Summary
Many of the materials of chemistry touch the activ
ities of most people in a very indirect way.

Such materials

might toe fundamental to the development of the science or to
a product of the application of the science and yet have no
easily disoemitole effect on the life of the individual.
Other chemistry concepts and materials are so closely con
nected with normal life activities that they are capable
of being integrated with them.

This chapter has aelaoted

some materials which can be integrated and has pointed out
areas wherein this integration can be made.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
This study has been concerned with ways and means of
extablishing as a part of the secondary school curriculum
such chemistry materials and concepts as are in harmony
with the needs of all people.

Ideally this should be ac

complished through organizing all curriculum materials into
units of life experience and integrating in these units all
chemistry materials that should be utilized by people in
living.

Such a curriculum is theoretically sound and so

cially desirable.

However, it necessarily diverges so

greatly from tradition that at present its adoption and
use on any appreciable soale is impossible.

Thus it is

left primarily to the individual teacher to initiate and
oarry out any .reconciliation of chemistry materials with
pupil needs that is made.
A large measure of success oan be obtained if the
teacher has a well-formed concept of the ideal ourrioulum
and harmonizes his own philosophy with that concept.

It

is paramount that he recognize that the ramification

of

ohemistry into the lives of people is the only justifica
tion for the inclusion of ohemistry materials in the our
rioulum.

He oan determine the points of oontaot of ohem

istry with life from the applications of its findings to
life activities and to interpretations of environment

by lay persons.

Sound educational theory will support him

in digressing from the topical outline, as prescribed in
textbook and course of study, and supplying hie pupils with
ohemioal oonoepts and materials which enhanoe their present
living.

There is a wealth of such materials within the body

of ohemioal knowledge and it is not Impossible for the
teaoher to utilize this wealth even in the most traditional
high school.
The curriculum needs materials which enable people
to perform better the many activities that they have to
perform.

The textbook is not the best souroe of such

ohemlstry materials.

More desirable types have been as

sembled by soienoe writers in works which present the
relationship and importance of chemistry to man and his
activities and in magazines which suggest laboratory exer
cises arising from life situations.

The following sources

contain ohemistry concepts and materials which are to be
regarded as essential rather than supplementary to worth
while high school chemistry instruction:
Harrison Hale, American Chemistry (C. Van Nostrand Co.,
1921).
M. C. Phillips, Skin Deep (The Vanguard Press, 1934).
E. E. Slosson, Keeping U' With Soienoe (Harcourt Brace
and Co., 1935).
E. E. Slosson, Creative Chemistry (The Century Co., 1919).
0. W. Caldwell and E. E. Slosson, Soienoe Remaking the
Torld (Doubleday Page and Co., 1923).
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F, L, Darrow, Thc? Stogy of Chemistry (ffta Bobbe-Merrill
Co •, isi®^/*
William Foster, The Romanoo of Chemistry (Tha Century
Co., 19277.
Henry Rarap, ?fra .
CO «, li:!.'/4).

the

r. (The Maomillan

Popular Bolance Monthly (Popular Science Publlaftin
■Hew York City).

Co.,

Pomlar^Chjffiis try (Popular Cham is try Co., Bwadesboro,
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